2022 First Aid Rally
Saturday, February 12, 2022
Newcastle Bible Church Intersection Building(Behind Church)
17931 Dee Mac Rd, Mackinaw, IL 61755
Heartland and Wotamalo Troops 9am – 12pm
Crossroads and Lowaneu Troops 1pm – 4pm
First Rotation Heartland and Wotamalo:
9:00am Registration and Packet Pickup
9:30am Event Begins, 10 Minute Scenarios at 10 stations x 2 flights (novice-scout to second class
and advanced-first class and up) total of 20 patrols.
5 minutes cleanup/rotate to next station in between. Total of 150 minutes (2.5 hours)
12:00pm First rotation wrap up and Awards for First Rotation.
Second Rotation Crossroads and Lowaneu:
1:00pm Registration and Packet Pickup
1:30pm Event Begin 10 Minute Scenarios at 10 stations x 2 flights (novice-scout to second class and
advanced first class and up) total of 20 patrols.
5 minutes cleanup/rotate to next station in between. Total of 150 minutes (2.5 hours)
4:00pm Awards Presentation for Second Rotation
4:30pm Zoom/Teams for Council Champion Presentation.

Troops are to provide their own lunch/meals and beverages
Bring First aid supplies that will be used and many scenarios will include moulage with fake blood and
other materials that may stain/damage first aid supplies and equipment.
Scouts will also need to wear clothing that can be stained or damaged during the event.
Scenarios will include.
-Single, two and multiple person carries
-Heart Attack
-Lacerations( may include arterial bleeding)
-Simple and Compound Fractures (Leg, Forearm, Clavicle)
-First/Second/Third Degree burns
-Frostbite/Hypothermia
-Choking/Stopped breathing
-Blisters
-Sprains
-Heat stroke
-Impalement
-Nosebleed
Patrols should be made up of Similar age/ranked scouts and will be placed in their flight by rank. Limit
of 6 scouts per patrol. If a patrol is made up of mixed ranks they will be placed into the flight that best
corresponds to their ranks. If a troop has less than 3 scouts attending please let us know so we can
blend troops if needed. Each Flight is limited to 10 patrols for a max of 20 patrols per session. Sign up
early as it is based on first come first served.

Volunteers are needed!!

